Genomic and proteomic perspectives in cell culture engineering.
In the last few years, the number of biologics produced by mammalian cells have been steadily increasing. The advances in cell culture engineering science have contributed significantly to this increase. A common path of product and process development has emerged in the last decade and the host cell lines frequently used have converged to only a few. Selection of cell clones, their adaptation to a desired growth environment, and improving their productivity has been key to developing a new process. However, the fundamental understanding of changes during the selection and adaptation process is still lacking. Some cells may undergo irreversible alteration at the genome level, some may exhibit changes in their gene expression pattern, while others may incur neither genetic reconstruction nor gene expression changes, but only modulation of various fluxes by changing nutrient/metabolite concentrations and enzyme activities. It is likely that the selection of cell clones and their adaptation to various culture conditions may involve alterations not only in cellular machinery directly related to the selected marker or adapted behavior, but also those which may or may not be essential for selection or adaptation. The genomic and proteomic research tools enable one to globally survey the alterations at mRNA and protein levels and to unveil their regulation. Undoubtedly, a better understanding of these cellular processes at the molecular level will lead to a better strategy for 'designing' producing cells. Herein the genomic and proteomic tools are briefly reviewed and their impact on cell culture engineering is discussed.